
Chhandogya- Upanishad.

“ This &o »•lid-seeming world, after 
all, is but an ah' image over Me, 
‘the only; teality ; and nature with 
its thousand-fold productions and 
destruction, but the reflex of our 
indfcrd force, tin* phantasy of our 
dream. ”—CarlyU
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KEYNOTES.

3jjT has been settled tljat the next 
<3 Parliament of Religions will 
tabe place in Parisjn the year 1900.

♦
* *

When General Booth mad$ his 
last visit to India the Salvationists 
devised a very novel method to con
vince the General that his work in 
India is fairly progressive, They 
sold #red*jackets at a nominal price 
to th#e people who used to gather 
round the General and fed them 
gratia. General thought that 
the red-jacketted people were all 
Salvationists and he looked with 
tyroud satisfaction upon, the crowd 
which daily - gathered around him, 
Bub one of jthe# old Salvationists 

t Mr. Hudson, broke the, charm of 
* wifch belief. Ini writing to the 

General, JÌIr. Hudson ‘ spys, "you  
have passed through- India and. 
seen ¿real.crowds, but you have 
pot seen how these t&mosh&a are

produced: I saw just a little of the 
preparation that waff made for .the 
Samarjfha gathering. You proba* 
bly thought that the crowds of people 
in red-jackets were Salvationists; 
perhaps, Only o^e-tenth of tfie num
ber were so.”

In spite of the ’ great work which 
General Booth has done in England, 
his title as* the “Salvation General” 
and the Salvation Army which he 
represents, do not fail to provoke* a 
smile. What is njpant by Salvation 
Army and what.by Salvation Gene
ral ? To us these Words have no 
meaning whatever. ’ A “ Salvation 
General” is too big a conception 
for the Hindu brain, and the Salva
tion Army simply reminds ufr of 
round ouhpes of lead and nothing 
more!

We tremble on the brink df life 
and fear to launch away; but we
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•hall find that death»ia onty a bend, 
in the river of life that sett the 
current heaven-ward.

#**

• The universe seems the express
ion of a mind. Like* a book, i t . 

■ seems full* of thoughts. We read 
a book, we caif.not avoid the con- 

1 victio'n that some mind has passed 
along; jand that the page is only 
its foot-prints. When we pass along 
through the-galleries of art, we can 
not avoid the thought that eetfain 
painters and sculptors have preceded 

. us. Thus the entire material world 
seems like a book which some mind 
has written, a gallery through whose* 
rich space some genius has moved 
in advance of the visitor.

Prof. Swing.

***

The .power of illusion (MAya) is 
so overwhelming that it compels us 
to act against fclfe* clearest dictates 
o f our intellect. The unreality of 
the world and the transi tori ness o f 
our surroundings show us in the 
clearest manner that our whole 
attention should be directed to the 
hereafter in as much as the cup of 
life is brimful with pain. . But* how 
many of us hear the dictates of 
our reason. The false shadows of 
thA world are alluring u* every 
moment and bebkoping us to follow, 
them to our heart*« content. The 
noblest men of action in this world 
are trying, to grasp aify images and 

¿following the phantoms of dream. 
Our whole actions from sunrise to 
sunset to which we attach so iquch 
importance resemble the* efforts of 
a baby catch the moon within 
the palm of his band* The search 
of every* mifti after happiness ie 
nothing more then the'eager search* 

thirsty traveller for mirage 
#($ch shibes in the distance simply 4

to entrap him with false hope. Poor 
mortals ! from cladle to grave their 
search for happiness is sure to eud 
in midsummer madness which hurls.* 
them on from birth {o .birth till 'at 
lost the fire of anguish brings them t.o 
their senses. Such is the power of 
May4 which enchains the human 

• mind with invisible shackels never 
to be broken ! *

#**

Swami .Vi vekanand has for the third 
time given the title of /i Sannyani 
to another European, Pr.FStreet, who 
is henceforth to be called YogAnanda, 
that is, one constantly enjoying the 
bliss of Sarnftdhi. So Dr. Street 
has become Swami JagAnancfa with
in the sh.ort- space, perhaps, of two 
months! This is trnlj* wonderful.* 
This sudden traifsformatiou of an 
Englishman into a full-fledged Yogi 
is even more wonderful than even 
the theosophical imagination which 
can transform an school-boy, residing 
in London, into an astral Mahatma 
within a space of seven years ! We 
are living in, strange times. Mflre . 
wonderful things are in-store for us 
in future.

**#
Man r^uireS all his - material ap

purtenances— clothes, bouses, modes 
of travel» Hght, heat, etc.,— because 
of his limitations, and not tifeing far 
advanced iu the scale of evolution 
in the onward march of life. .I f  he 
could clothe himself at the fiat of . 
his will, travel with the swiftness 
of thought, illume his own pathway 
or, in* other .words, create his own* 
environment, h e ’ would be emanci
pated from matter* bondage. Now 
he denies .that it. can be possible , 
for him to attain to this, state #of 
consciousness; but it is possible. ^
. When men require to expedite 
their affairs, they invent new ma
chines whereby their ItebeftY are*
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more speedily ¿ccomptifched. Hence 
when necessity required a telephone, 
or cable under the ocean, the brain 
of the inventor evolved the new 
invention, and what was before a 
slow, weary and burdensome task 
became easy to do. So through the 
evolution of spiritual elements— 
the .cultivation of Love, 'Justice, 
etc.,— we can evolve new bodily or
ganisms of a finer and finer grade, 
and the finer the organism • the 
greater*will be the po>yei: manifested 
through }t ond that Power is 
limitless.*

By binding themselves to nega
tions, errors and corruption, men 
blind themselves to*the grand and 
marvellous possibilities that Life 
holds ih store for them. They con
tinually plead to some* misty Ood 
to do for them that .which they 
must evolve for themselves. They 
lie pr'one at the*feet of their deaf 
and dumb idols of seftse,passjon and 
folly, ignoring their Celestial crea
tive powers, and blame each other * 
for Jihe* evils that must necessarily' 
be concomitants of their ignorance.

The realm o f r invention is a 
ahadoVv-symbol of the inherent 
creative powdts of. man to evolve 
new living creations.

The continual efforts of humanity 
should be to grow into the refine
ments or essences of Ufa Justice, 
virtue, goodness and * kindness are 
ethereal* elements, and uot solids. 
The more refined fcfep human . being 
is, the «greater his possibilities be* 
come of giving expression to those 
things that overcome physical en
vironments. These essences evolve 
through matter and material beings, 
as^n educational course, and they 
blossom in* the highest refinement 
of being. The coming spiritual race* 
could not Ike under the gross and 
popular existing systems of diet, 
thoughts and feelings, any more, 
than we eta now. live without sun
shine. ^

To evolve moire And mere of the

Infinite Spirit, to material Expres
sion, is “ worshiping God.”

Wo rid'a. A dtiance-Thought.

It is extremely difficult fore-stran
ger, who is not^ brought up in the 
traditions o f Hinduism to enter into 
its spirit. The well-kuown Dr. J. &. 
Barrowsof the Parliament of Reli
gions* after attendiug through
out* the whole of the sessions to the 
able lectures of Svvami Vivekafiand 
has formed a very meagre opinion 
of Hiuduism. Ih an address * on 
“Christianity and Hinduism’* which 
he delivered in the Kent Theatre, 
the conception of God giveu in the 
Upanishad seems to him not only 
lower than^the.Christian but even 
the Mahomedan conception of the 
deity. He says: “It (Hinduism) has 
a conception of God which is .very 
penetrating and" deep,.although it 
lacked trhe^imple. sublime, personal 
monotheism Embraced by . the 
50,000,000 oaf Hindu Moslems, and 
the full-orbed conception of. God as, 
Fathfer, Son, and Holy Spirit, which 
is the. disclosure of Christianity ?* 
There is a -story* among us that a 

* person after reading the whole of 
RAm&yana asked somebody to tell 
him the name of the husband of Sitd!. 
Similar is the plight'of this over
learned doctor who is so very anxious 
to speak out his valuable thoughts on 
Hiuduism! We also hear that he 
iB coming to Ini|ia to enlighten us 
ov lh e  problems of Hinduism,

Whafc a most marvellous piece of 
mechanUm is this physical frame 
that we call our body! We spend 
hoursand days upou decorating it,* 
and’ornamenting it-^perhaps, .also 
upon keeping it scrupulously clekn 
and tidy— but do we ever bestow 
even a mpmenk’s serious thought 
upqp the wonderful construction of
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this temporary physical tenement of 
our soul ? The question as*to whe
ther the physical frame of man was 
constructed on the principles of 
teleology, of “design in Nature/' or 

. was# evolved from a lower to a higher 
form of existence #in the process of 
Universal * Evolution, ’ need not 
engage our attention while we are 

. considering the character of * our • 
physical selves. Teleology* or no 

. teleology, here is this edifice of .poor 
inert clay which one day is-destiued 
to' be resolved “earth to earth and. 
dust to dust/’ that bailies all human 
ingenuity. Very ’ truly has the 
human body been spoken of .as “a 
world in miniature/' “an epitome 
ofo ll the sciences/' “an abridgment 
of the great book of Nature.” The 
fundamental laws *\pd principles of 
almost every branch of science find 
a living exemplification^ in the 
various parts and their functions in 
the liutnan frame. "In the move
ments of our hands and fetb, and in 
the adjustment of the bones in our 
body, we hav^an illustration of the 
latfs-of mechanics; in the manage
ment of our respiratory organs,* we 
have an example of pneumatics ; in 

k the * digestive processes, that are 
carried on in'the unseen laboratory 
of our stomach, we have a striking* 
exemplification of the mysteries of 
chemistry ; wlyle in the construc
tion and the functions of the eye 
jve have a most vivid application o f 
the principles of higher mathema
tics. The highest human skill of 
every age and every country brought 
together into one focus ¿aunot 
succeed-in Winging ini# existence 
a mechanism half so perfect as #the 
human body. All this is simply 
regarding the mere material* machi

nery of the human frame. When 
we come £o think as. to how our 
ideas, originate and otir thoughts 
work, how our emotions are stirred 
and our feelings roused, we come to

a point beyond which man’s mind 
cannot go. How true are the words 
of the inspired writer, when he êx-. 
claims— “How fearfully and wonder
fully is man made !”

From time immemorial has the 
human form roused the deepest feel
ings of admiration and reverence in 
the heart of man—so much so that 
in the* ideal beauty of an Adonis or 
an Aphrodite, Grecian Art learnt to 
behold a living reflection of Divinity* 
Now, .what .iŝ  this beauty of .the 
human form— this namçless ‘«harm 
we realise in the face and figure of 
certain persons ? Why * do these 
strike us as being of a handsome 
and winning presence ? Not, surely, 
because of the colour or the com
plexion .of their skin, nor of thfe cast 

’ of their nose, nor of the play of their 
eyes ! Not ope or any o*f these by 

•itself can endow a person with that 
nameless power of*attraction, &hieh 
in ordinary langaage.we c'ali beauty. 
Nor is youth a necessary condition 
df this attraction. For, ^t is not 
seldom that many an aged* person  ̂ is 
far morq •handsome than many a 
handsome youth. WThat, then, is 
this . beauty— nay the beauty upon 
which arp fed* the gfbsser feelings 

• and passions of man— but one which, 
as «Bacon sayg, “ if it light* well 
maketh virtues shine and vices 
blush/' the beauty that evokes all 
thé higher emotions and sentiments 
of the. soul ! Such beauty, in the 
highest sense of^the term, is Har
mony. It is the harmonious blending 
together of a variety of parts that 
produced the united effect of what 
we call Beauty. It is this Harmony 
in the structure and the symmetry 
of the htynan form that makes it flb 
captivating to .the eye and so beauti
ful to the mind. For, *in a deep 
sense all Harmeny is beauty, and all 
Beauty is Harmofiy.

Butrmony.
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THE DREAM-WORLD.
----------0----------

JKEW things are more remarkable 
than certain phenomena pro

duced in dream. Sometimes events 
are fore-shadowed in dream*in such 
a way cov’efing all the minutest 
details that we are te.mpted to 
come tp the conclusion* that the 
events of (Jbr physical plañe pro
ceed from the. higher plane of the 
mind and that our* world is the* 
outcome of our mind. The asser
tion that chance plays the chief 
part in the coincidence that we. 
find between the mental pictures 
of the dream*and the events of the 
every-day world carries no.weight 
whatever in as much as the coinci
dence is so minute with regard 
to time and place and the instances . 
are so varied. The following eveut^ 
will bA r our contention out :

(1)  . A certain Walter Taylor 
bought the rftateriais of a Church 
from the Marquis of Hijttington. 
Taylor dreamt one night* that he 
was going tb die by being struck 
by the fall of a tile from a wall 
situated in the*-east side. This 
dream hé related to his friend who 
warned him not to approach the 
temple; Some time after Taylor 
thQught that without his presence 
his work would suffer a good deal 
of loss. Consequently lie appioach- 
ed tjie temple and as Soon as he 
did so, a big.Jirick fell over his 
head from the east side 0/  the*wall 
and he instantly died.

(2) . A  person one day. Jost his 
favourite note-book. He was so 
anxious to get it thfet he.offered a 
reward of Rs. 100 to the man who 
will find that out Up to the 17th

•of December o f4 the Bengali year 
17.98 the note-book was not found 
out On the 23rd of April 179*9,* 
the tamn dreamt that the note-book

was to be found out near the root 
of a particular, tree in his native 
villuge. As soon as he was awoke 
he began to search his note-book in 
the* particular place where he saw 
it in his dream. He actuallyjbuud 
it out in the very pkice.

. (3). Babu Rakhal Dass'Mukerjee, 
a Deputy Magistrate, once dreamt 
that his* wife was lying very i|JL in 
her bed ‘surrounded by a n-umber 
of relatives. He saw this dream 
at about 11 o’clock in the* night* 
Even while he-*was asleep one of 
his. servants entered the room and 
placed a- telegram jn his hands. 
The gentleman instantly ‘started 
for Bhowanipore and found that 
his wife was really very ill. Not 
only this, but it was found to Ins 
utte^ surprise that every person 
whom Jie saw surrounding the bed 
of his .wife during dream, was found 
seated by her bed.

(4). The writer is personally 
acquainted with geveral cases- of 
this nature. One of the female* 
inmates of his house informed him. 
one morning that she dreamt that 
a couple of astrologers dressed like 
the Sikhs came to the house; About 
four hours after the dream, while 
the writer was seated in his parlour, 
a couple of astrologers entered the 
place whose dress and features exact
ly .tallied with those seen in the 
dream/
4 (5). A  friend of mine residing in- 
Bhowanipore dreamt that he was 
lying in a half-inclined posture near 
a window in his house and that he 

• was suffering • from a dangerous 
boil in the left side of the belly. 
About one month after the dream 
the gentleman, was compelled to 
lie beside the same window laid 
up w^th, the same disorder in the
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same part of his body. He com
peted his. state* with that seen in 
Lis dream aud was greatly astonished. 
Innumerable cgses of this nature 
take place and the coincidences are 
so remarkable that we can not 
asoribeithem to chance. The gene
ral character of a . dream may, of 
course, coiucide with the general 
character of* a particular event 
merely by chance, bu t their coinci
dence in* their minutest details can 
never be a matter of chance. To 
verify our point let us consider the 
value of ‘a number of predictions 
which one is likely to make. Sup
pose, for example, that ou'e makes 
a dozen predictions giving the 
minutest deiails/of each. One or 
two of the above* predictions iir 
their general character may coin
cide by chance„ with actual events 
but not a single prediction # will 
tally in its minutest details with 
the actual event. 1 For example, 
oi)e may predict at random that 
a particular person will visit bim 
at a particular .time; the ve 
prediction* may tutn out’ -true by 
chance. But . if a person .predicts 
at random that a* particular person 
having a. particular feature will 
Visit him os  a particular day ac
companied by such and such friends, 
no amount o f chance can make his

Kanta Deb, dreamt one night that 
a certain. Yogi was administering 
to bim medicine which removed, 
completely some disease from which 
he was suffering.. -When the dream 
was- ovfer he sent his younger 
brother, Joy Krishna, to find out 
that particular Yogi in- the Jugau- 
nath Gha^of Calcutta/ The nrian was 
found dllt* and his features exactly 

-.tallied with those seen* the dream. 
.The medicine was obtained- and 
used and the gentleman was com
pletely-cured. #
*• (2). The father of the . late 

iPundib Issur Chunder Bidyasagar 
was* once suffering from a wound 
in his foot, The doctors of Calcuua 
advised him to cut the foot off 
The.old Brahmin was unwilling to 
do so aud so returned home. Once 
he* dreamt that, there was a medicine 
for that «particular disease by the 
side of his pond. On waking he 
•found the medicine in that parti-, 
gular place and was completely 
cured. * *

;3). The wife of a .certain gentle
man, Preo Natha Dut£, was suffer
ing from. hysteria. No medicine 
was of any avail, the last re
source bis widowed sister was sent 
to the shrine of Tarakessur.. But 
before she reached the shrine she 
got the medicine in her hands while

prediction true-. The theory. of sleeping during her sojourn. The 
chance if properly examined has its medicine completely cured* that 
own limits and that limit it can particular cose of hysteria, 
never cross. In many premonifcary (4).. A very* striking case of the 
dreams we find that actual events # cure 'o f hysteria came under my 
exaetly tally in their miqptest de- own personal experience. The 
tails withahose seen in the dream, sister of a private tutor pf our family 
We may safely conclude from the 'was èuffering from hysteria for a 
above that where in a number o f period of seven long yekrs. 'N o  
cases thé coincidence takes place ainoupWof medical treatment could 
in*its minutest details, chance can oure her. At last shewasdeter- 
have no band in the occurrence of mined to .visit £he shrine of Tard- 
the event. * kesiur for Dhârcmi. Before she

TJie following cases of*dream ait went there, she had a dream while 
espeemHy remarkafelé; , sleeping in her chamber with olosjsd

(1). A  certain jg&tjemaii named /tows. Somebody told her- that 
jAoanda Krishnif Sbsu, the grand- there was no need o f her going to 
édü of the celebfâtèà Raja Radha tfcejabove shrine, bat that on
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waking -she will find a plantaiu 
beneath her pillow, which will cure 
her of her disease.. The plantain 
was immediately found and she 
was completely cured.

In the eases which have, just 
preceded chance can not have the 
slightest part. Nx>t' only is there 
the verification of events/but also 
the actual appearance of^natetial» 
object# which enabled the dreamers 
to get rid of .their diseases. All 
these point to the conclusion that 
there is not*only a mental but also 
a material side o f . dream which 
makes the whale blatter thoroughly 
impenetrable and ’ mystical. The 
above are* not ihe only cases in 
which such things occur but*the 
whole history' of the temple of 
Tarakessur is full of such ’mystical 
incidents which*bear out my cbn- 
tention that there are peculiar 
dreanis in which material bodied, 
make their* appearance and serve 
some definite purpose. . The stories 
related about the .cures in the shrine» 
of Tarakessut are based upon subs
tantial facts. In the yard of the 
temple hundreds of, devotees may 
be seen lying in Dharnnd (concen
tration) and waiting for the advent 
of the medicine which will* cure 
them of their dreadful diseases. 
After lying in a kind of semi-trance 
for ’a day or two, most’ of these 
people, see dreams jn  which th$y* 
are either told that they will find 
medicine in ‘such and su6h parti
cular place or.they are directed to 
search for the medicine about their 
^wn * person. After receiving the • 
medicine apd performing die. neces
sary ablution, the patient generally" 
partakes of the article fecei’ved in 
dream and ’ gets • completely^ured. 
In some cases, he’ is told that the. 
burdeft o f  the sin of the patient for 
which he was suffering is too great 
*nd , therefore he* will f  receive no 
nfedieiuc. It*is almost certain that 
whto a paiidnt gets ,the medicine 
10 dream and ufes i t i n t h e  parti

cular way in which he ia enjoined 
to do, his disease is instantly re
moved however long-standing it 
may be. Sometimes ope article is 
suddenly transformed into another 
as if by magic. For instance, the 
patient, is told that hew ilffin da  
dead frog oh ¿he left side of the 
pond and he shall have to eat it 
before he gets cured. Suddenly at 
the time of eating the frdg is trans
formed into a fruit .to the infinite 
satisfaction of the patient.
. Such are sonxe of the'lilysteries 
bf the dreams with which .the 
patients are visited in TaraJcessur. 
The above stories are as real and 
authentic as possible and hundreds 

•of Hindu homes in Bengal will bear 
• witness to the truth of t ie  above 
assertion. The sudden and un-lpoked- 
for possession of mystical articles 
by patients by which their long
standing diseases are thoroughly 
cured is by far the strangest pheno
menon to be met with iiv this 

•world. #
What is the explanation* of these 

mystical events ? That the.patients 
of Tarakessur receive the medi- 

•cines during dream there can not 
be the slightest doubt. While they 
see the vision pf a god, o f a saint, 
o rt>f a Yogi giving them medicine,* 
their eye8.are generally closed and 
they pass into a kind of semi-trance.. 
While in this^state they are either 
ordered to leave the place, their 
.disease being pronounced incurable, 
or they are supplied with proper 
medicines. Fast and cleanliness 
are the conditions which^t is pre
eminently necessary to observe. 
The patients lie prostrate on a bare 
floor. Had the whole thing been 
falseTwhy patients should come from 
distant places fastiug and lying on 
the bare, floor for three* four and 
sometimes for fife or six days. Had 
this been a hoèx it would*, have 
been long ago detected ' end its 
mysteries brought to light The 
trnth is that there ore many things
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in heaven and earth which our' mystery. Who can unravel it ? Only 
philosophy cannot explain. The the seer whose spiritual sight is 
dream-world and its mystical pheuo- not dimmed by the base material 
mena including Somnambulism environment by which matter has 
Mesmerism, atrd even ordinary surrounded us. 
dream is# wrapped op in profound

o

O U R  E X C H A N G E S .

THE* ANCIENT EGYPTIANS.

^ J T H frd isk  of the Sun, thou 
^  living Go«l S There is none 

other Reside thee. Thou givest 
health to the eyes' through thy 
beams, Creator of all beings. Thou 
guest up on the eastern horizon of 
the heavens to dispense life to all 
which thou hast created.” •

Come t.o me, O thou Sun,* Horus 
o f the horizon, gifre me help — From * 
the Monuments of Egypt.

A  thousand years before Adam . 
was driven from the mythical garden 
of Eden, Egypt was inhabited by 
a highly civilized people. They 
had dwelt in the fertile valley o f 
the Nile for unnumbered genera
tions before Abraham wandered 
from the home of his fathers. When 
Joseph was carried captive to th is, 
sunny land, Egypt presented to 
his eyes the appearance of hoary 
age. Theif as now the Pyramids 
looked* do#n from a-remote anti
quity. To the. children of Israel the 
mystery, of the Sphinx was as pro
found and inscrutable as it is Aq—  
day.

These people,L whose origin is lost 
ip the mist of pre-hietoric ages, had 
arisen from* the primitive state of 
ve*vagefy and barbarism to a condi* 
tion of culture, civilization, and re« 
inement, when the world, according

to the sacred writings of the 
Hebrews, was yet in the “Womb of

* Time.”
They had made many useful and 

valuable discoveries in the arts, not 
a few of which have become “ lost” 
to the present age; andj;heir know
ledge of astronomy was fay in ad
vance of that possessed by hny other 
nation in ancient times. In the 
art of building grand and imposing^ 
structures they 'excelled every race, 
either in ancient or modern times.

Not even in Greece or Italy were 
such magnificient ^specimens of 
human handiwork erected, as the 
temples, pyramids, statues,-and mo-, 

•nolirhs whose rums are to he seen 
to:day on the* bankB of .the river 
Nile. .

The magnitude and extent of 
their temples fill the minds of all 

.beholders with wondering awe. The 
harmony o£ their vast proportions* 
•their profuse embellishment;' their 
height, and depth, and breadth ; 
their grandeur and dignity, place

* them * architecturally above the 
'rivalry of every other race .and .age.

Who can contemplate these plen- 
did productions of ancient genius 
without feeling profound regret OW 
their destruction. Could we. but 
see tjiem as they left the hands of
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their immortal builder», how in
significant would appear the gran
dest works of modern times.

The words o f Byron addressed to 
a later race, are not inappropriate 
here:
“ Come, blue-eyed maid of heaven !—but 

thou, alas !
Didst never yet one mortal song inspire— 
Goddess of Wisdom ! here thy teraflie was, 
And is, despite of war and wasting fire,
And years, that bade thy worshhip to 

expire:
But worse than steel, and flame, and ages 

slow,
Is the dread sceptre and dominion dire 
Of men who never felt the sacred glow 
That thoughts of thee and thine on polished 

breasts bestow.1'

In the earliest times of which we 
have any knowledge, the Egyptians 
had a settled form of government. 
This was a necessary condition, for 
however disturbed their relations 
with foreign countries may have 
been at times they must have en
joyed long periods of internal peace, 
during which they steadily culti
vated the primitive arts and 
sciences.

Among the discoveries and inven
tions made by these ancient people, 
the most important to us is the 
system of character* writing called 
‘•hieroglyphics,” which are found 
cut deep in the stone monuments, 
written on papyrus, and painted in 
vivid colors upon the walls of their 
temples and tombs.

For more than two thousand 
years these mysterious inscriptions 
were a sealed book to the whole* 
world. Not the slightest clue had 
been obtained to the hidden mean
ing enshriued in these strange and 
often uncouth characters and figures.

The temples, upon whose walls 
and columns the ancient artists had 
painted with marvellous skill real 
incidents in tbeir daily lives, or the 
imaginary »cenes of a future life ; 
the obelisk» end »tatué», in whose 
®fcooysidestbe chisel had -engraven 

»nd jwijpmiinent the neme» and 
andJbwjoréá ruler;

the papyrus roll, on which had been 
written in unfading colors the “ritual 
of the dead,” the sighs of a lover, 
or the tale of a tax-gatherer— all 
these material objects might have 
crumbled into dust and their preci
ous stories have been forever lost, 
had net the genius of modern 
science rescued them fromJ[their 
oblivion.

There are few things in the his
tory of science more interesting 
than the story of the recovery of the 
key to these hieroglyphs, by scho
lars of the present century, but the 
story is too long to repeat here.

When the great Napolean dazzled 
with visions of oriental conquests 
and glory, embarked his troops on 
the memorable Egyptian campaign, 
the stories he had read in the glow- 
ing pages of Herodotus were not 
forgotten. With wise forethought 
he entrusted to a number of eminent 
scholars the work of exploring this 
“land of mystery ?”

For thousands of years the sands 
of the desert had drifted over the 
ruins o f an ancient and forgotten 
civilization. War, pestilence, and 
famine, the devastations of barbar
ous forces, the fanatical zeal of ig
norant and bigoted religionists had 
overwhelmed the monuments o f a 
vanished race. Nothing but ruins 
remained of the majestic buildings 
that anciently adorned the banks 
of the mighty river, over whose rip
pling waves once glided the stately 
barge o f a Pharaoh and a Ptolemy.

Encouraged and stimulated to 
enthusiastic exertions by the ardor 
of Napoleon, the members of the 
•scientific expedition pursued their 
labors with most gratifying, and to 
the scientific world of Europe, most 
astonishing results. The sites of 
innumerable temples, monuments; 
statue», pyramid»; and tomb» were 
accurately mapped ; while thè ins
criptions, hieroglyphics, cartouches; 
and thing that could, throw 
ao&Hgfek oa # e  hwtory of: the an?
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cienfc Egyptians werq copied wich 
the utmost fidelity aiid care.

When in the course of time the 
key to these wonderful writings 
was discovered by Champollion, a 
literature of vast extent was dis« 
closed. Â  mine of incalculable value 
was opened whose mysterious re
cesses are even to-day but partially 
explored. From the records now 
accessible, scholars are enabled to 
trace in outline the history of times 
remote as the days of Cheops ; and 
the first chapters in the history of 
civilised mau are thereby thrown 
back thousands of years. The “ ins
pired revelations1' of sacred books 
âre valueless beside these imperish
able and immutable records. Here 
We are brought face to face with 
the very thoughts and deeds of a 
living, thiuking, active, and progrès 
sive people, long anterior to the 
date fixed by Genesis for the crea
tion o f the first man.
. Speaking of tlje richness of the 
(iter&ry treasures already disclosed, 
Mr. J. Norman Lockyer, the learned

Stronomer, says : ‘ ‘Vast as this
lerature is at present, it is but the 

vanguard o f a much more stupen
dous one to follow ; for we are deal- 

with a nation which we now 
sow existed completely equipped 
i many ways at least seven thou

sand five hundrèd years ago."
From remotest times the inhabi

tants of the Nile valley were an 
agricultural people. The sun shone 
upon them from a cloudless sky 
yith  a splendor and ardor unknowu

£ to us o f colder climes ; and while 
H ie "fruitful rail»”  seldom fell, yet 
e Nile regularly supplied needed 
obture to the fields oy its annua)

' tèrfioW, and renewed their fertility 
itb its deposits.

i s  the m e r  at fasflood overflowed 
fa h ix ii, indiudiog the sites qt

" of thçir villagea and hpmef* 
iraporUpo*

m i  o l M
rise wi

begin, so that they might prepare 
the ground for the seed, 'proteot 
their homes from the rising waters  ̂
and make ready the vast system of 
irrigation works for the retention 
and proper distribution of the life* 
giving water.

It was this necessity for some ac
curate measure of time,Bome method 
whereby the annual rise could be 
correctly predicted, that gave birth 
to astronomy. To be able to fore
tell the exact time when the great 
inundation would begin at the 
various stations on the river from 
Silsilis where the Nile “emerges 
from its fountains," to Memphis, 
must have required accurate know
ledge of the motions of some of the 
heavenly bodies. That they had 
acquired this knowledge and suc
ceeded in solving the problem with 
the strictest accuracy and on scien
tific principles, there is no question.

When we consider the difficulties 
under which they labored, their 
entire lack of modern instruments, 
their ignorance of the earth's mo
tions, of the laws governing the 
motions of the planets, of the causé 
of the apparent motion of the stars, 
and of the effects of precession, it 
becomes evident that these anoiéntj 
people possessed intellectual powers 
of a high order.

The most important event in the 
lives of the ancicut Egyptians, that 
which concerned them most vitally, 
was the yearly inundatiou of the 
river, for upon this overflow the 
entire nation was dependent for its 
subsistance. Kings, in the flux of 
time, might come and go, dynasties 
might rise and fall, without causing 
more than a passing ripple in the 
)m® of the masses ; out let the 
Nile fail, let the waters pease to 
spread themselves over the land, 
and famine, pestilence, and ¿path 
ensued. t ; . s
A.

t M f c . M :  » p Hnhun. then fàiÆ m Èm iW
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ftnatlyas «  bed of flowers.11 Owing 
to the Ideal conditions producing 
these peculiar effects, but three 
seasons were recognized by the 
Egyptians. The first was called the 
season of “the inundation1’ ; the 
second that of “the sowing” ; and 
the third the season of “the harvest.” 

During the season of the harvest, 
from February to June, the Nile 
valley presents the appearance of a 
vast desert, and it is with the 
greatest difficulty that the gardens 
and grounds can be kept green,

Mr. Osborn, in his “Monumental 
Egypt,” gives the following vivid 
description of the general appear
ance of the country at this season 
of the year: “The Nile has shrunk 
with its hanks until its stream is 
contracted to half its ordinary, 
dimensions, and its turbid, slimy 
stagnant waters scarcely seem to 
flow in any direction. Broad flats 
or steep banks of black, sun-baked 
Nile mud, form both the shores of 
the river. All beyond them is sand 
and sterility. The trunks and 
branohes of trees may be seen here 
And there through the dusty, hazy, 
burning atmosphere, but so entirely 
are their leaves coated with dust
that at a distance they are not dis
tinguishable from the desert sand 
that surrounds them.”

The ooutrast presented at the 
season of the inundation is highly 
characteristic. We can well imagine 
the joy that filled the hearts of the 
people at the sight of the rising 
waters. It marked the return of their 
most important festival,and the event 
was celebrated with great rejoicings 
throughout the length of the Nile 

Osborn gives the follow- 
description of the beginning of 

. e «dation ; “Perhaps there is 
Nature a more exhilirat- 

or 0Û® stronglyexciting confidence in God,, tjhaa

parched sands of the waste, haw- 
ling wilderness. Almost hourly we 
heard the thundering fall of some 
mud bank, and saw, by the rush of 
all animated Nature to the spot, 
that the Nile had overleaped An
other obstruction, and that its 
bounding waters were diffusing life 
and joy throughout another desert. 
There are few impressions I evet 
received upon the remembrance of 
which I dwell with more pleasure 
than that of seeing the first burst 
of the Nile into one of the great 
channels of its annual overflow. All 
nature shouts for joy. The men, 
the children, the buffaloes, gambol 
in its refreshing waters, the broad* 
waves sparkle with shoals of fish, 
and fowl of «very wing flutter over 
them in clouds. It is impossible to 
stand by the side of one of these 
noble streams, to see it every mo- 
meut sweeping away some obstruc
tion to its majestic course, and 
wideuing as it flows, without feeling 
the heart to expand with love and 
j o y  and confidence in the great 
Author of this annual miracle of 
mercy.”

Words fail to adequately picture 
the beauty of the scene after the 
waters have begun to subside, and 
the grain hasi taken root in the
spongy soil. ‘ The vivid green of 
the springing corn,” says the writer 
quoted above, “the groves of pome
granate trees ablaze with the rich 
scarlet of their blossoms, the fresh 
breeze laden with the perfume pjf 
gardens of roses and orange thicket 
every tree and every shrub covered 
with sweet-scented flowers. Thesef 
are a few of the natural beautieq 
that welcome the stranger to th? 
land of fiam. It would be impossir 
ble to make any addition to the 
sweetness of the odors,the bnlliancy 
of the colors,' or the wjdfcijfe beauty 
of th<) piahy forms of vegetable, Ufa 
in tbeLm$at of w))iicb:fe wfWfjS**

travei*r iu Btfyflk wilo (treater tom..
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than the contrast presented to his of all life ; and reading between 
mind by the poverty and misery of the lines of this ancient prayer, he 
the present inhabitants, when com- will catch the gleam of that great 
pared with the wealth, happiness, spiritual truth which we of to-day 
and prosperity of the ancients, as are but dimly discerning, viz., that 
depicted on the monuments. God is spirit and man an immortal

“in the same regions,” says a soul: 
recent writer, ‘which at the present Beautiful is thy setting, thou 
time display to the eye of the Sun’s disk of life, thou lord of lords, 
traveller the sad spectacle of miser- and king of the worlds. When thou 
able villages and impoverished in- uuitest thyself with the heaven at 
habitans. there flourished in ancient thy setting, mortals rejoice before
days towns with an industrious 
population ; and smiling fields, in
tersected by cnnals, extended to the 
foot of the mountains. On the 
plains stood splendid temples 
thronged by pious multitudes ; on 
the rocky height, the eye admired 
the magnificent sepulchral chambers 
with their rich ornamental coloring, 
which were consecrated to the 
memory of the departed ; whilst in 
the deep shaft, hidden away and 
inaccessible to the curious gaze, 
rested the embalmed bodies of the 
dead. And what remains of all this 
greatuess, this splendor and magni
ficence ? A few ruins which, thanks 
to their concealed situation or their 
gigantic masses, neither the baud 
of man nor the tooth of Time has 
been able to destroy in the course 
of the short eternity since their 
origin.”

Of the daily lives of these ancient 
people, their joyous and happy dis
position, the simplicity of their 
characters, their love of home and 
family, their devotion to their reli
gion, their boldness and courage in 
war, their progress in the arts and 
sciences, the grandeur and exent 
of their temples and tombs— of all 
these interesting things, space will 
not permit of mention even. I can 
not resist the desire, however, of 
presenting a translation of a prayer 
to the sun, written 1,500 years 
before our era began. The reader 
can not fail to observe the clear aud 
distinct »conception here expressed 
p fth e  unity of Being, the oneness

thy countenance, and give honor to 
him who has created them. The 
whole land of Egypt aud all peoples 
repeat all thy 'names at thy rising 
in like mauner as at thy setting. 
Thou, O God, who art in truth the 
living one, standest before the two 
eyes. Thou art he which createsb 
what never was, which formest 
everything that is in the universe. 
We also have come into being 
through the word of thy mouth.”

Light of Truth.

TIIE ELEATICS AND CHINESE 
ON “ BEING.”

By Professob C. H. A. Bjerregaabb.

flTHE fundamental conception of 
™  the Ionic school of the early 
Greek philosophers was that of “ one 
ever-changing, self-developed uni
verse.”  Bitter has called their sys
tem “ Dynamical Physicism.”  The 
next school in chronological order is 
the Italic. The fundamental idea 
here is “ one unchanging, self-exis
tent universe.”  If we follow Bitter's 
method of naming these schools, we 
must call this one the school of 
Transcendental Physicism. Its most 
renowed philosophers are Xenophanes, 
Parmenides, Zeno, and Melissus. 
They are also called Eleatics—from 
Elea, in Lower Italy, where most of 
them resided as colonists.

Xenophanes (about 569 B. C.) 
“brought the sword”  to the vtorld.
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Though a poet himself, he fought 
the poets bitterly for their idle tales 
and anthropomorphic presentations 
of the Deity :
“ Such things of the gods are related by 

Homer and Hesiod
As would be shame and abiding d sgrace to 

any of mankind :
Promises broken, and thefts, and the one 

deceiving the other. ”

He firmly believed in
“ One God, of all beings, divine and human, 

the greatest $
Neither in body alike unto mortals, neither 

in spirit. ”

Note this scathing criticism :
“ ...... men foolishly think that gods are born

like as men are,
And have, too, a dress like their own, and 

their voice and their figure :
But if oxen and lions had hands like ours, 

and fingers,
Then would horses, like unto horses, and 

oxen to oxen,
Paint and fashion their god-forms, and give 

to them bodies
Of like shape to their own, as they them

selves too are fashioned.”

But Xenophanes was not bitter by 
nature. His satire grew out of his 
clear recognition of the unity and 
perfection of the Godhead. He knew 
too well how little we can and do 
know. Timon, the sillograpk, puts 
these words into the mouth of Xeno
phanes :
"Oh that mine were the deep mind, prudent 

and looking to both sides !
I am now hoary of years, yet exposed to 

doubt and distraction
Manifold, all-perplexing ; for whithersoever 

I turn me
I am lost in the One and All. ”

Xenophanes,* “ looking upon the 
whole heaven, affirmed that unity is 
God.”  Many philosophers have in
terpreted this saying by declaring 
that Xenophanes held the doctrine 
that “ God is a sphere.”  But Xeno
phanes was neither a physicist nor a 
mathematician. He was a poet. 
With the poet's intuition^he looked

to Heaven, the all-encompassing ele
ment and proclaimed that the great 
Being. Cousinf also holds that 
view. He says:

“ The epithet spherical is simply 
a Greek mode of speech to indicate 
the perfect equality and absolute 
unity of the Deity, and of which a 
sphere may be an image. This 
word of the Greeks is the roiun- 
dus of the Latins. It is a meta
phorical expression like that of 
'square/ which means perfect This 
latter expression, now commonplace, 
had at the beginning of mathemati
cal science something noble and ele
vated in it, and is found in most 
ideal compositions of poetry. Simo
nides speaks of a 'man square as to 
his feet, his hands, and his mind/ 
meaning an accomplished man. The 
metaphor is also used by Aristotle. 
It is not, therefore, surprising that 
Xenophanes, a poet and philosopher, 
writing in verse and incapable of 
finding the metaphysical expression 
which answered to his ideas, should 
have borrowed from the language of 
imagination an expression which did 
express his idea.”

What Xenophanes looked for and 
found was the A ll :
“ W holly unmoved and unmoving it ever

remains in the same place,
Without change in its place when at times it

changes appearance.
But finite things were moved by the Ail— 
Without labor, he ruleth all things by reason

and insight. ”

He did not take his stand upon 
space and duration. He knew that 
our dignity consists in thought. I 
feel inclined to attribute to him the 
words of Kant .

“ Two things fill my spirit with 
ever-fresh and increasing wonder and 
awe, the oftener and the more stead
fastly my thoughts occupy themselves 
therewith : the starry heavens above 
me and the moral law within me.”

# Aristotle : “ Metaphysics,”  IV . 
t  "Nouveaux Frogmens Philosophiques,” page 79. 
t  “ Keltic der praktischen Vernunft. ”  BesoElwS.
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The fragments left us of Xeno
phanes's writings are so few that it 
is difficult, to say what he really 
taught. He is reported to have 
described the Deity as homogeneous, 
viz., "to have maintained the quali
tative simpleness of the divine essence 
simultaneously with its unity.” * 
But the general idea conveyed by 
the fragments is that Xenophanes 
did not apprehend Being in a purely 
metaphysical manner, but theologi
cally as the Deity, the Divine Spirit 
ruling the universe. "Metaphysics 
With Xenophanes sprang not from the 
Consideration of Nature, but from 
the conflicts of reason with the exis
ting theo!ogy.” t  We owe it to 
Xenophanes to say that he was the 
firstj— in the West— to say "every
thing is one/* though he did not give 
this unity a very definite determina
tion. His successor, Parmenides, 
carried the Eleatic doctrine to its 
logical eiid.

Parmenides (about 515 B.C.) holds 
that the All, in itself, can only be 
conceived as One, because the All 
(Viz., all that exists) is in its essence 
the same. Only Being is. Non- 
Being cannot exist; it cannot even 
be expressed or conceived. Being 
cannot begin nor cease to exist. 
Being is ; it never was nor will be. 
It exists in the undivided Present. 
Being is indivisible; all space is 
fflléd'with Being. Being is immo
vable and cannot be incomplete or 
defective. Thought is not separate 
from Being, for there is nothing 
outside Being. All thought is 
thought of Being. With Parmeni
des, Being and thought are identical. 
He recognized in all things but One 
•—Being, The Non-Being of popular 
opinion he likens to night, while 
Being is light, or fire. Some autho-

rities say that he called Being and 
Non-Being respectively "warm and 
cold, fire and earth.” §

Passing by Zeno, we come to 
Melissus (about 440 B.C.), who, like 
the former, defended the doctrine of 
Parmenides. All that has been trans
mitted to us of Melissus's doctrine 
of Being, says Zeller,|| may be re
duced to the four determinations of 
its eternity, its infinity, its unity, 
and its invariability. That which is 
is underived and imperishable. Were 
it derived, it must have come either 
from Being or from Non-Being. Of 
course it cannot be derived from the 
latter. If it arises from Being it is 
not derived, but has existed previous
ly. I f it passed away it must re
solve either into Being or into Non- 
Being. Of course it cannot become 
non-existent, and if it passes into 
Being it cannot be said to perish. 
I f being is eternal it must also be 
infinite, having no beginning nor 
end. Melissus directly infers the 
Unity of Being from its unlimitedness. 
If there were several Beings, he says, 
they would necessarily all ho limited 
in regard to each other. If Being is 
unlimited, it is also one. Multipli
city in Being is conceivable. The 
many must be separated by the void; 
but there can be no void, for that 
would be Non-Being. Being cannot 
move; it can experience no increase, 
no change, no pain; it is changeless, 
invariable.

The distance between the practical 
notions concerning Being held by 
the Eleatics and those of the Chinese 
is not so great as it might seem. 
Xenophanes's doctrine that "God is 
a sphere”  may receive a very good 
commentary from the Chinese idea 
of “ Heaven;”  and if we attribute to 
him the saying of Kant about the

* iff Zeller : “ Philosophie «1er flriechèn,”  I. 
f  Tefehmfiller : “ Stmtien sur Oeschicbte dor Begriffe,”  page 612. 
t  Af fichwegler : “ Ûeœhiclite'der Philos,“  VI.

.. |  For further notice, of Parmenides’s philosophy of Befog, thé reader is referred to my 
article Tax HmraeaWHOiL Maoaztnr for March, 1895.
'**' ■ Zeller* “4*c#ehiohte der Philos,” IV.
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starry heaven and the moral law, we 
obtain from Chinese sources still 
more help to understand him. The 
fundamental idea of Chinese life 
may well be said to be the “ Being”  
of Parmenides and Melissus. At 
any rate, to the Greek philosophic 
speculations, which in. themselves 
are only theoretical, we find in 
Chinese life a corresponding* practical 
realization. 1 am not now speaking 
of the modern Chinaman, but of that 
Chinese life which culminated con
temporaneously with the above-men
tioned philosophers. I say “ cul
minated contemporaneously,”  but the 
phrase must not be understood 
historically ; for China, like India, 
lies as it were outside the world's 
history.

History begins with the self
development of the race, or the point 
at which man develops consciously 
toward a definite end. In China 
there is no such development; there 
is only a stationary condition, or as 
we must call it, an existence in 
Being. The Chinese are in the ever
present Now. Their so-called his
toric records are not chronology as 
we understand it ; they are pure 
image-makings. A  nation or a peo- 

le that does not make a distinction 
et-ween a lower natural and a higher 

natural existence, but merges both 
into one idea, is oue kind of unhis- 
toric people,* as, for instance, all 
savages. A people that does not 
live for earthly end*, but allows all 
purposes of time and space to be 
pushed aside for a universal idea— 
as, for instance, the Hindus— is also 
an un-historic people. Finally, a 
people living entirely for earthly 
purposes, even though these are pure 
expressions for the higher natural 
life, and to which the higher natural 
life .is identified with earthly pur
poses, is likewise an un-historic 
people. Such a race is the Chinese.

When I call that Chinese life, 
which I shall now describe, contem
porary with those Greek philosophers, 
1 mean that contemporaneously with 
them it becomes evident to the rest 
of the world. The central principle 
is a semi-mythical person, Fo-hi. 
Legge makes him historic, placing 
him 3322 B.C. From him (or it) 
comes Fobism, and from Fohism 
comes both Tao-ismf and Confucia
nism. The term Fohism is also 
synonymous with Chinese Buddhism, 
but I speak of it as the early religion 
and philosophy of China.

Fob, or Fohi, is “ Being.”  We 
shall perceive it from the way the 
Foli iste live. They do not reflect ; 
the uuity of substantiality excludes 
all distinctions and contrasts. Euro
peans bave always marvelled at the 
country which did not seek connec
tion with the outer world. So 
thoroughly did the Chinese rest in 
Being that immobility resulted. To 
their thinking, the family was the 
only representation of Being. The 
family conception was a very wide 
one, for it embraced all ancestors 
and the heavens. I f a child dis
obeyed it virtually separated itself 
from the Substance (Being) of his 
being. The State, in which the 
emperor represented the father, waè 
but another name for the family. A  
man's duties all relate to his family 
or State connection, or, to express 
the idea philosophically, they relate 
to Being an I nothing else.

Man is the master of his own 
destiny and the equal of heaven and 
earth ; he can influence the coursè 
of nature so long as he maintains 
his true relation to Being. When 
those who are liow out of universal 
order shall again have become the 
equals of heaven and earth, then “all 
things shall be nourished and per
fected.”  Among pregnant sayings 
is this of T'sang : “ The great Being

f Mvy, iWi.
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lias conferred even on the inferior 
people a moral sense, by obeying 
which they attain a constant na
ture/'* To express this in Chinese 
metaphysics we would say that 
Heaven in giving birth to all people 
affixed to them and everything a 
corresponding law, which it is the 
duty of men to study and to obey. 
This is the “ to be :" t

‘ The sage is born in possession of 
knowledge and perfect purity. He 
obeys without effort the promptings 
of his nature, and thus maintains a 
perfect uprightness and pursues the 
heavenly way without the slightest 
deflection. He alone, possessing all 
the sage-like qualities, shows himself 
quick in apprehension, clear in dis
cernment, of far-reaching intelligence 
and all-embracing knowledge, fitted 
to exercise rule; magnanimous, 
generous, benign, mild, fitted to 
exercise forbearance; impulsive, ener
getic, firm, enduring, fitted to main
tain a firm hold ; self-ad justed, grave 
never swerving from the mean, 
correct, fitted to command reverence; 
accomplished, distinctive, concentra- 
tive, searching, fitted to exercise 
discrimination. All embracing is he, 
and vast; deep atid active as a foun
tain, sending forth in their due 
seasons his virtues. All embracing 
and vast, he is like heaven/'

Being is 6een under the aspect of 
Destiny. Benevolence, righteousness, 
propriety, and faith find their deve
lopment in thought and action, they 
become the ideal nature—true Being 
in man. Destiny is not a fatalistic 
term. That which Heaven gives is 
destiny, and that which man receives 
is nature. Destiny is to Heaven 
wbat nature is to man. Prayer is 
unnecessary because Heaven does 
nut actively interfere with the soul 
of man.

jSa completely are the Chinese (the 
Fq&urtt) absorbed in Being .that tbey

do nothing of or for themselves, but 
address themselves to the universals 
when they act. When one of the 
Ming emperors made a change in 
the title of Shang-te, he announced 
it to all ancestral spirits, to those of 
heaven and earth, of the hills and 
rivers, of the land and grain, and to 
all who heard him make the change. 
What a beautiful realization of uni
versal consciousness! The great 
pulse of Being throbs through his 
veins.

The religion of Shang-te is the 
most ancient as well as the most 
sacred form of Chinese worship. 
Shang-te lords it over the azure 
heaven. From this we must con
clude that Shang-te is a personifica
tion of Being. It is certain that 
Shang-te was looked upon as the 
impersonal heaven, and later com
mentators affirm that Shang-te is 
Heaven, Azure Heaven, the Greatest 
Deity in the Purple Obscure Palace, 
the Most Honored One.

To become a superior Aan, or to 
“ stand in Being," we must follow 
the rules of “ The Great Learning," 
which demands that we first of all 
extend to the uttermost our know
ledge, for “ knowledge becomes com
plete by investigations and makes 
our thoughts sincere, and by sincere 
thoughts our hearts are rectified." 
A  man cannot arrive at “ the heaven
ly way" by any mere belief; “ he 
must learn." But “ learning without 
thought," said Confucius, “ is labor 
lost, and thought without learning is 
perilous." Our own thinking must 
harmonize with Universal Thought, 
or Being. Our learning must not 
be for self-improvement, nor even a 
knowledge of one's own faults, but 
solely for truth's sake. Self-improve
ment is vanity, and knowledge of 
our faults is negative knowledge. 
Learning truth for truth's sake will 
improve self and show our faults,

1 — ---------------
t .gbt^Kta, fS M  if «4P*
f* Chung Yung and K. K . Dougias : “ t*miuciani«r. and Taomam«'
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and these two objects will then be 
in their right place. The surest 
foundation on which to establish the 
will is learning. Rectification of the 
heart follows upon learning. “ The 
man who does not know, who is 
under influence of fear, who is under 
the influence of fond regard, sorrow, 
and distress, does not look when he 
sees, does not understand when he 
hears, nor taste what he eats.”

Not only “ completion to know
ledge”  and “ rectification of the 
heart”  are necessary to true Being, 
but “ cultivation of the perspn”  is 
also essential, for by cultivation of 
the person we “ influence ultimately 
the whole empire.”  It begins with 
introspection. Confucius said that 
dignity, reverence, loyalty, and faith
fulness made up the qualities of a 
cultivated man. A  man in Being 
must be full of moral courage. 
Kung-taze said :

“ To go on the water and face dra
gons is the valor of the fisherman ; 
to hunt on land, and not avoid rhino
ceroses and tigers, is the valor of the
huntsman....... but to recognize that
poverty comes by the ordinance of

Heaven ; that there is a tide in the * 
affairs of man, and in the face o f  
difficulty not to fear, is the valor o f 
the sage.”

The Fohists have no religion, at 
we understand the term religion, 
means retirement of the spirit within 
itself for the purpose of contempla
ting its essential nature— Being. I t . 
is individualistic. Not so in China. 
All Fohists stand in communion with 
each other ; they form one whole, 
and the emperor—“ the superior man”  
— is the centre and representative of 
the common body. He is the Son 
of Heaven. I f  the emperor behaves 
well, prosperity ensues ; if not, dis
aster follows.

When one reads much in Confu
cius, for instance, and comes to such 
a reading directly from Eleatic phi
losophy or any other school of meta
physics, he will be startled with the 
frequency of the teachings about 
Heaven, Earth, and the Heart. He 
naturally sees, in these conceptions, 
three personifications of Being exactly 
corresponding to them. Great will 
be his delight when he finds that 
Athena, the goddess, was that Being.

-0-

ASTROLOGY.

CHAPTER VI.

OF MARS.

9|lf ARS is ope o f the unfortunate 
ÇjJy or malefic planets. It is 
called the less infortune, and 
Saturn is designated the greater 
infortune,

Its i&fluMM* ooaptwd nitk

Tb« aatji.es of SATURN are—  
slothful, inactive and oppressed by 
powr^y ; while those of Mars are—

■ - I I

active, furious and contentions: 
they are continually engaged in 
strife and violence, and if MaR3 
should be willy configurated to 
Mbrourt— very dishonest.

1 XaHativitiw:—
(1). I f  in good atpect to the 

luminaries and . MERCURY—K aR8 
gives great courage, much dexterity 
in manual operations, great power
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of calculation, and a brilliant 
wit.

(2). I f in evil aspect, dissimu
lation, treachery, obstinacy and re
venge. The native is audacious, 
rude and ungovernable, unrestrain
ed by any principle of morality or 
religion, delighting in war, repine 
and bloodshed.

XX, In  Horary questions
Mars is a masculine, nocturnal 

planet, choleric and fiery.
(1) . He governs Aries by day, 

and
(2) . Scorpio by night.
(3) . He is the sole ruler of the 

watery tmplicity.
(4) . He is exalted in capricorn, 

and his fall in cancer, and his de
triment in Libra and Taurus.

He describes one of a middle 
stature, strong well-set body, rather 
muscular than corpulent, the face 
round,, the eyes sharp and piercing, 
dark reddish complexion, the coun
tenance full of confidence and bold
ness, and the disposition active and 
intrepid.

. I f Mars is well dignified, he 
makes men courageous, hazarding 
their lives for any cause, regarding 
death as preferable to a life of 
slavery or submission, generous and 
magnanimous, conquering almost 
every opponent, and rushing into 
contest as a most laudable amuse
ment.

I f ill-dignified, the person so 
described is cruel and malicious, 
eagerly seeking every opportunity 
of wickedness or mischief, without 
humanity, fear of God or regard for 
man.

CHAPTER VII.
V enus is the brightest planet in 

our system. As its orbit is less 
t$$n that of the EARTH,it can never

appear above 48 degrees distant 
from the SON.

X. la  Nativities
V enus, when possessing the 

greatest share in the formation of 
the mind of a native,— inclines him 
to ;— music, poetry, paintiug, sculp
ture, drawing, dancing, and all 
elegant arts and amusements.

The native is good— humoured, 
virtuous, kind, bénéficient and 
charitable ; fond of females, by whom 
he is generally beloved and admired, 
though rather deficient in firmness 
and resolution.

If Venus be in conjunction or in 
evil aspect with the malefics :— then 
Venus causes :— extravagance, dissi
pation, ruin, and waste of property 
through gaming, drinking and 
women.

(1) . When (Venus) in the as
cendant, she gives:— health, gain 
by women, and general prosperity.

(2) . When on the meridian, she 
gives :— honour and preferment by 
meaus of women, and the native 
will generally receive favour and 
protection from great ladies.

X I Xu Horary Questions
V enus describes a person of 

middle size, very elegant deport
ment, fair and lovely complexion, 
beautiful features, bright eyes and 
brown hair.

(1). If well-dignified, the person 
is affable, affectionate, often engaged 
in love, and consequently prone to 
jealousy, excelling in music, pain
ting, dancing, and every elegant 
accomplishment.

If ill-dignified, he is lustful/ 
dissipating his property with in
famous women, a gamester and 
drunkard, and possessed of some 
few good qualities.

H. M. Bandyopadhva, >,T,a
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fflTHE study of philosophy,— or 
™  rather of Divine philosophy, as 
John Milton calls it, which he says 
is very charming and is not harsh 
and crabbed as dull fools suppose, 
but musical as is Apollo’s lute and 
a perpetual feast of nectared sweets 
where no crude surfeit reigns— the 
study of such philosophy, I say, was 
the sine qua non of Scottish uni
versities from time out of date. 
Philosophical subjects formed the 
exclusive subjects of instruction in 
the faculty of arts in the old uni
versities of Aberdeen, St. Andrews, 
and Glassgow at their foundation in 
the middle ages and the Renaissance. 
There was hardly a university in 
the vast continent of Europe which 
boasted of a philosophical chair 
which was not occupied by a Scotch
man trained in one of his own 
native universities. In persever
ance, in forethought, in all things 
which couduce to success in life, 
the Scot has never been surpassed. 
This feature in Scottish character is 
brought to light in any sphere,— 
physical, intellectual or moral. It 
was an old s%ing of Erasmus that 
the Scots take a natural delight in 
dialectical subtleties and that might 
be cited as one of reasons, I think, 
of their free union with us, the 
Hindus.

The aim of the university in those 
by-gone times was culture rather 
than search after new truths. This 
culture too was of a narrow kind 
being confined to maintaining or 
not maintaining a thesis,—in taking 
purvapaksha or aparapaksha as the 
Hindus call it. This culture was 
based entirely on the Aristotelian 
¿nd later Greek philosophies. The 
environments Df tne age led to this,

the occupiers of the chairs being 
narrow-minded ecclesiaBts, who had 
nothing of the toleration of Religion 
in them, who had more of the 
seasoning of the gracious voice, and 
the approval of a text to hide a 
damned error, and to crown all this,' 
there was a peculiar system of teach
ing called the Regenting system. 
This system meant that the student 
was left entirely in the hands of a 
single teacher who teaches him the 
various books in turn by means of 
prescribed text-book or dicta given 
by the regent himself in the whole 
college career and presents him 
finally for graduation. There was 
not, gentlemen, as you may see, 
that happy contact of mind with 
mind and knowledge with know
ledge. There was a tendency more 
on the side of narrow-mindedness 
both on the part of the pupil and 
the teacher. The fencing with an 
antagonist on a given thesis con
sisted merely in stating certain 
stereo-typed arguments for or against 
it. From this it is manifest that 
intelligence, progress, and freedom 
of thought are a tabnlarasa. To add' 
to this there were the troublesome 
English border wars, there were 
constant revolutions political and 
ecclesiastical, which up to the pass
ing of the English Toleration Act, 
imperilled the very existence of the 
universities and made the life of 
the Scottish student in his mother 
land next to impossible. Any fresh 
thought of these days was more or 
less an exotic current. This is' 
exemplified by the arguments which 
have come down to u& Though' 
we find the influence of men like 
Descartes and Locke in the 16th 
and 17th centuries, this wan only *
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of outlandish origin. There was 
not an iota Qf free thought in any 
of the Scottish universities, they 
were merely the mouth-pieces of 
others, they were like those
'*......Crisped snaky golden locks,
Which make snob wanton gambols with 
- the wind,

Upon supposed fairness, often known 
To be the dowry of a second head,
The skull that bred them, in the sepulchre. *'

They had no legs of their own to 
stand upon, they had not the 
shadow of a title to fashion the 
philosophy of their nations.

Meanwhile a vast intellectual 
revolution had taken place towards 
the beginning of the 18th century. 
The old order has changed yielding 
place to new, the old regenting 
system has given place to the new 
professorial, the old system of en
trusting a variety of subjects to a 
single teacher has given place to 
ĥe system of entrusting a single 

subject to a single teacher. There 
was thus a division of labour, the 
real condiment of all pleasure. The 
student was brought into happy 
contact with new teachers every 
session, dictation and text-books 
were blown up, a fresh impetus was 
given to the teacher to think freely 
for himself. Lecturing in English 
yi&a substituted for dictation in 
Latin. There was also perfect tran
quility in the country. There were 
no wars. People have begun to 
live in peace and plenty. There 
Vfas nothing unforeseen happening 
to check the regular course of 
human life. There was thus greater 
leisure for reflection. It was then 
that they began to think, what am 
1 1 Whence have I come ? What 
whsll I be after death ? So they tried 

solve for themselves the great 
problems of life by the aid of their 
reason. This has gone on con tin u- 

for the past three centuries, 
has given rise to men of origi- 

power and sterling worth, whose 
rtfanta* wq* tyt and confound*

ed in their paramount power as 
cosmopolites. What they did for 
man and for human dignity eclipsed 
what they had designed for Scot« 
land. Do you believe me yet or 
shall I call to your mind the names 
of Hutcheson, of Adam Smith, of 
Ferguson, of Dugald Stewart, of 
Thomas Brown, of Sir William 
Hamilton, of Sir Alexander Grant, 
of Mr. Ferrier ?

Nor is this all. The current of 
thought which flowed since the 
beginning of the last century down 
to our own day had been so in
cessant and so marked as to deserve 
the name of a school, it has moul
ded the minds of the French and 
Americans, and raised the former 
from the trammels of grosB materia« 
lism, elevated their souls which 
have grown clotted by contagion and 
become materialised and brutish till 
it at once lost the divine property 
of its first being—raised, I say, such 
souls to their normal status by ad
ministering to their intellectual and 
moral nature stimulants of fearful 
potency. It raised the French who 
were going merely in the catalogues 
for men to the real dignity of man.

I am not here to defend every 
theory of this school of philosophy, 
nor do I ay that theirs is the per
fect method. We all know that 
every good is not without alloy and 
there caunot he perfection in this 
world for this visible nature and 
this common woild is so created 
that the two thiugs evil aud good 
co-exist. It is absurd to talk of 
tradition in philosophy—anthapa- 
rampara as the Hindus cull it. Such 
a thing can come to pass only when 
life is stunted, when there is hardly 
any growth and any change. The 
key to all success in philosophy is 
personal labour and personal inquiry. 
The Scottish philosophy is more indi
genous, it is instinct with the spirit 
of the cautious, sober, circumspect,

tic w ruefthebeat
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It smells nothing of outlandish 
origin, it is as sickly as it is soulless, 
it is a genuine attempt by genuine 
men and honest effort to fiud solu
tions of the ever-pressing questions 
of our lives, human personality, 
freedom, immortality ; the nature 
and meaning of the external world, 
the nature and meaning of God 
himself and of our relations to Him. 
No philosopher or historian can pass 
by the contribution of Scotland to 
the subject of Mental Philosophy.

Two facts in this connection de
serve to be impressed— one, that 
independent thought went hand iu 
hand with the breaking up of the 
Rogenting system and the other 
that Scottish philosophy was nur
tured in its own universities. This 
Regeuting system is the system at 
present prevalent in the old Eng
lish universities, in Oxford and 
Cambridge and in the modern uni
versities of India where the text
book mania prevails. It has lived 
and will always live on text books 
and text-books alone. It looks for 
examination and graduation merely. 
It has given rise to no independent, 
thought either in Oxford, Cam
bridge or Madras. The exception 
in this case proves the rule for the 
period in Cambridge during which 
there was an outburst, of philoso
phic activity unprecedented in the 
annals of ito university life was 
a period in which the professorial 
eclipsed the Regentiug system. 
Ralph Cud worth and Henry More 
remained practically ail their lives 
as Fellows of Christ Church and they 
were lecturing professors never ac
cepting the ecclesiastical prefer
ment. These are facts worthy of 
consideration I think of university 
reformers iu India.

Free speculative Scottish thought 
was the product o f its university 
life for we must go back to Hutche
son for its origin, He was appointed 
tq the professorship ;a t  Glaasgow 
t « n  yeam after the dissolution of

the Regenting system. It is 
almost peculiar to Scotland, The 
case was rather the reverse in Eng
land and France. There the repre
sentatives of speculative thought 
were out of sympathy with the uni
versity life. Why this was so may 
be explained by the fact that the 
university meu represented the 
freedom, the individualism which 
undoubtedly characterised the 
Presbyterianism of the time, as 
against the Episcopacy of the 
Church and the peculiar tendency 
of the Scottish intellect to reason
ing on first principles. This specu
lative thought was the outcome of 
the universities and was first im
parted to the students in the shape 
of lectures and not by printed books 
for the use of the world. This may 
serve to explain its moderation or 
rather its timidity.

I forgot to observe the relation 
of Scottish philosophy to Scottish 
politics which has one of unswer
ving declaration in favour of politi
cal franchise ever since its rise. ' la  
the hands of Hutcheson, Scottish 
thought was a reaction. It revolted 
against the despotic principles of 
Hobbes, and iu this it represented 
thoroughly the national feeling, for 
the country had euough of uncon
trolled despotic power during the 
time of Charles II, the Lauderdales 
and Middletons, who bad earned 
out the unrelenting behests suc
cessively of a sensationalist and a 
concealed Papist on the throne. The 
phihau>phy of the day has been the 
strongest ally of the national spirit 
of freedom. Thomas Reid did as 
much for. the recognition of national 
rights as Burke by his Reflections on 
the French Revolution. And out of 
this silent thought nurtured in the 
university arose the political philo
sophy of Adam Smith. While 
Scottish thought allowed national 
freedom of thought it was averse 
tp individual freedom. It has ad- 
vanosd human conviction» lo the
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forefront, it ha9 held by these 
against individual , conceipt and 
caprice, it has held by freedom

Xinst fatalism, a disinterested 
uistic theory of morals, a more 
or less national theism, a dignified 

form of purified common sense.
Dr Reid was still alive in his ripe 

old age in the Glassgow College 
Court when William Hamilton, 
the sou of a professor, was born 
in 1788. His immediate ancestors 
were medical doctors. But there 
lurked the fact that his more re
mote ancestors were knights, baro
nets, and had held estates. They were 
some of those who fought in the 
battle of Flodden, in which the 
defeat of the Scottish army result
ing mainly from the fantastic ideas 
of chivalry entertained by James 
IV and his refusal to avail himself 
of the natural advantages of his 
position was by far the most disas
trous of any recounted in the history 
of the northern wars. He was of 
the very old house of Hamilton. 
A near ancestor had been fired 
with the covenanting spirit; he 
defeated Graham of Claverhouse at 
Drumclog and was subsequently 
beaten at Both well. Hamilton's
mother too was of the old family 
of the Stirlings. This descent had 

strong fascination for him, this 
historic imagination largely fash- 
ioned and quickened his philoso
phic labours. The result of this 
careful enquiry into the history of 
his family was that he was successful 
in being declared by a jury tybre 
the Sheriff of Edinburgh in 1816, 
the rightful inheritor of the Preston 
Baronetcy. We may note a certain 
transformation of the covenanting 
spirit in the intensity of purpose 
and the unsparing dialectic of this 
representative of the Preston 
family.

■* ^^een Hamilton entered the 
ffl^sgow College. He got a gene- 

from the studies of the 
and this;was all. The philo

sophic teachings of the place had 
no influence on his subsequent phi
losophic thought. There was a 
good deal of nepotism prevalent at 
the time which reduced the philo
sophy classes of Reid's day to the 
low level of a drill class in ..English 
composition. But the Snell exhibi
tion was still there which enabled 
Adam Smith to go to Oxford and 
Hamilton to do the same in 1807. 
The only means of collegiate train
ing there was by means of text
books, and intellectual culture in 
the proper seuse of the term was 
at a low figure. There was hardly 
any originality, or as Hamilton 
himself tells us, the minds of the 
prefessors stripped of Aristotaliau 
ideas would be a tabula rasa. There 
were some young men, Clopston 
and Whatley, for example, iu the 
college who were to leave 
their foot-prints on the sands of 
time. With these Hamilton had 
no connection. But for a^ that 
Hamilton’s Oxford life did him in
calculable good, for it gave him an 
impetus and an opportunity to 
study the Organon, which moulded 
his subsequent philosophic thought. 
And we can see in the close study 
of the Organon which was begun at 
Oxford and continued during his 
life-time the discipline of that extra
ordinary dialectic which was the 
essential feature of his •philosophy. 
He left Oxford in 1810. He got 
no fellowship despite his distinction 
there. The college authorities were 
averse to the Scots. Mr. Lockhart, 
Hamilton’s friend, once wrote under 
a notice regarding a fellowship, 
*No Scotsman need apply.’ Such 
was the strength of the English 
prejudice against the Scotch man 
which was only a counterpart of 
the non-Brahmic prejudice against 
the Brahmin in Iudia of the 
present day.

Times seemed to be adverse to 
young Hamiltou. At first he want* ' 
ed to follow his ancestral profession»;
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of medicine but this he declined 
and took up the study of law. He 
was called to the bar and enrolled as 
an advocate in 1813. He then took 
up his residence at Edinburgh with 
his mother. He was not successful 
in the profession for he was not a 
speaker. He took an interest in 
civil law and genealogical cases. 
But on the whole the splendid 
library of the hall had more attrac
tions for him than the pacing of 
the Parliament house. He consi
dered the legal profession as a more 
or less irksome life. The real in
terest and work of the man, his 
inner life lay in the pursuits of the 
scholar and the thinker, and these 
in forms so rich, varied, recondite 
and profound, as to be almost un
paralleled in England in this cen
tury.

From 1813 to 1829 his life was 
very interesting both in itself and 
in its environments. Doing very 
little at the bar and feeling 
wholly averse to the politics of the 
time, he spent his days as a calm 
chaste thinker. There was much 
of literary activity around him 
though not of a mould he mostly 
cared for. There were Jeffrey and 
the Edinburgh Review, Wilson, 
Lockhart, De Quincey and a host 
of others all exerting their influence 
of some sort or kind on the reading 
public.

The greatest man of the day, Sir 
Walter Scott, had abandoned the 
field of poetry for the grand page
antry of picture, character and 
scenery of which ‘Waverley* was 
the herald. Out of these arose the 
literary atmosphere which the peo
ple breathed. But there was a good 
deal which he left untouched, and 
which was filled up by Hamilton 
unknown to and un honored by the 
world. It is well to have story, 
legend and history pictorially deli* 
neated ; it is well to appeal to the 
imagination by glowing ideals, to 
revel in the' chambers of imagery;

but the national life which is never 
quickened to ask questions regard
ing human origiu and destiny, re
garding personality and freedom, 
and the great realities of the un
seen world which encompasses us, 
wants the touch which makes it 
pure, reverent and self-conscious. 
We need the emotions which spring 
from the sense of the infinite around 
us. Nay do you even for a momeut 
conceive that if the reflective 
thought of the country were bound
ed by phenomenalism, by 'materia
lism, by Comtism, by world of sight 
and touch, if every human aspira
tion lay self-locked there, if specu
lative thought never opened an 
outlook into the spiritual world, 
you could possibly have any subject 
of the highest artistic power, any 
subject that would thrill and purify 
you ?

There was one man at this period 
of Hamilton’s life whose powers 
were as yet latent sure to become 
potent at no distant date. This 
was Thomas Carlyle, who entered 
Edinburgh first as a student and 
not long after as a resident. He 
and Hamilton had met, felt each 
other’s power and became friends. 
This liking of each others, though of 
antipodal characters in many res
pects, is a remarkable fact. The 
keen instinct of Carlyle had felt the 
intensity and the unworldliness of 
his friend and the two came to the 
same point from opposite direc
tions— that there were deeper ques
tions ft>r man than were represented 
by the ephemeral literature . of 
Edinburgh at the time. Hamilton’s 
philosophical thought was .not com
mitted to writing and his ideal of 
of a piece of literary work was so 
high as to repress his effort at com
pletion. Then in 1820 he lost the 
chair of moral philosophy. The 
civil history chair which was ob* 
tained in 1821 was only nominal 
though his lectures were fresji and 
appreciated very muoh. His d̂is-
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appointment it» the former direct 
tion threw hint onoe more on private 
study. He studied now the Latin 
poets with the ardour of a critic. 
He examined phrenology and mes
merism. He discussed before the 
Royal Society a new theory of a 
Greek verb and cited grammarians 
whose very names awoke strange 
echoes in Edinburgh.

But all this was out of the regular 
course of bis life, when fortunately 
in 1829 two facts chauged the 
oourse of events—one, the marriage 
of Hamilton and the other the 
change of the editorship of the 
Edinburgh Review. These supplied 
the missiug link. Lady Hamilton’s 
devotion to her husband and her 
regulating the literary work iu his 
hand made him keep pace with it. 
On the other hand there was the 
professed respect of the new editor 
of the Edinburgh Review to Sir 
William Hamilton, his sympathy 
with and toleration of his irregulari
ties as a contributor and his urgency 
to get the contribution finiBhed. 
These two agencies co-operating 
secured Hamilton’s work for the 
use of the younger generations. 
Otherwise the serene sea oi abstract 
thought would have held him be
calmed for life.

Tbe first of these contributions 
was on the writings of Victor 
Oousin in 1829 with whom as you 
are all aware there was a contro
versy about the Unconditioned. His 
contributions generally represent 
the different lines of his inuelleo 
tual interest» except those on the 
study of modern Latin Poetry» the 
life and times of Buchanan &c. All 
of them show a rare» out of the way 
research and learning» a strong stem 
independence and a dialectic almost 

rileled in fineness. The philo- 
al articles were new in spirit 

iTtegimrtk They are solid con* 
bedmaol thought. They, 
eagle ate man whose eye is > 

t s^  abwrhsd by the problem

and tbe meaning of reality to us» the 
reality of an outward world, of man» 
the nature and scope of our know
ledge of God, tbe limits of human 
thinking and knowledge. There are 
touches of literary beauty and grace, 
antithesis, the power of contrast 
and pathos, that charm amid the 
keen cold dialectic and transcendent 
thought.

A host of complaints came pour
ing into Scotland at the time on 
account of the speculative nature of 
these essays. This arose on two 
grounds, first the unacquaintance of 
tbe natives with the current of philo
sophic thought on the continent, 
and secondly, the utter incapacity 
of the people to comprehend the 
flights above of the author. Hamilton 
was no writer for the indolent. He 
raised his generalizations to their 
zenith so that he advanced the decision 
of disputed questions. No person 
can do substantial good in morals 
by pottering in its si«le-patbg. These 
fragmentary contributions displayed 
a rare devotion to the noblest ideal 
of intellectual effort. There is an 
utter indifferentism to the soi-dis&nt 
pursuits of the world. This noble 
indifference drew the admiration of 
the continental philosophers to 
Hamilton and his Island-home.

His articles on University Reform 
had not their sterling worth generally 
recognised. His criticism of Oxford 
bore fruit in the appointment of a 
commission in 1850. It led to the 
restoration of the university element 
which had been dwarfed by the 
colleges and the revival of public 
lectures and professorial education. 
Pretty nearly all the Oxford Com
missioners have home testimony to 
the strong influence of these article.

He was in 1836 appointed to the 
chair of Logic and Metaphysics in 
Edinburgh. As a teacher he ins* 
pired the youth who heard bis lee-< 
teres with a . disinterested love at 
truth* of a simple life ,devoted to

a *
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the utter worthlessness of worldly 
things taught them to cease to be 
enamoured of these brittle and tran
sient joys and wisely reflect on those 
virtuous attainments which the 
world can neither give nor take 
away. He fashioned the intellectual 
lives of such of his students who 
closely followed him. TIis personal 
influence as a teacher of philosophy

is unparalleled. Prom 1836 till his 
death in 1856 we have very little, to 
record. Honors were showered on 
him from every nook and corner of 
Europe. The emoluments of his 
chair were rather unusually small 
and the head of the liberal govern
ment of the day was not liberal 
enough to bestow a handsome pen
sion on Sir William.

----------o-------—

B H A G A B A T G IT A  W ITH  S A N K A R B H A S H Y A .
(Continued from page 179.)

R A M H  is the gift of sacri- 
<3 fiee ; Bramh is the offer
ing and the fire of the altar ; 
the performer of the sacrifice 
is Bramh ; and he alone can 
reach Bramh who makes Him 
the object of his works. 24.
' Sankara. What is the reason for 

which the actions performed by a 
person vanish without leaving any 
effect ?

The knower of Bramh does not 
regard his actions, nor the instru
ments of his acts as different from 
himself. As the mother-o'-pearl and 
and its false appearance as silver 
are one and the samething, so ac
cording to the visions of die enligh
tened sage, sacrifice, fire, the object 
of worship and the worshipper are 
regarded as one and the same thing. 
Such a person simply works to set 
example before other men ; from 
the stand-point of Brahman his ac
tion should be regarded as inaction. 
He who is free from the false know
ledge which makes one regard him
self, as an actor is never bound by 
the fruit of fiis works in as much as 
he1 is possessed of the true knowledge 
of m i H$ knows that unjherfir

**  even
though working he is doing nothing, 
and $UTT gufrr Vfi ir qualities are at
tracted by qualities. Such know
ledge obliterates the distinction 
between the doer and the action 
done.

Some Yogis perform sacri
fice to the ]3evas, while others 
do the same to the Supreme, 
Bramh. 25.

Sankara. True sacrifice is here 
described as distinguished from the 
so-called Yagnu. Real sacrifice con
sists in making offering to Bramh 
who is described in the Vedas as 
TO* the true limit-
ness consciousness and again as ift f 

not this> not 
this and devoid of all characteristic 
qualities. In the fire of such Bramh 
the worshipper should make his 
offerings’»

Some Brahmachdris con-, 
sums their Indriat in the fire 
of renunciation ; while others 
sacrifice the .objects of serisa-
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tion into the respective senses. 
26.

Sankara. These slokas may be 
taken as illustrations of the Sloka
occurring before 3TT
*rra r̂tr that is, the sacrifice 
in the fire of wisdom is superior to 
the sacrifice in ordinary fire. The 
Sloka means that the perfect control 
of the senses is far better than ordi
nary sacrifice.

Some Yogis sacrifice the 
organs of sensation, action, as 
well as the five kinds of vital 
air into the fire of Yogic self- 
control. 27.

Sankara. The action of the various 
Indrias, as well as the action of 
the five vital airs are controlled in 
order to make the fire of knowledge 
burn more and more like the flame 
which bums by the help of oil.

Some worship with offering; 
others with mortifications; 
others worship with enthusias
tic devotion ; there are others 
whose worship consists in reli
gious study ; lastly, those who 
subdue their passions and con
trol their senses. 28.

Sankara. The gifts made in a

FATE AN D

E are incompetent to solve the 
spirit of the times. To ns, 

however, the question of the times 
resolves itself into a practical ques
tion of the conduct of life. Bow 
$hall we live ? We cannot span the 
huge orbite pf the prevailing ideas, 
Jire‘cannot recqncile their opposition, 

can obey our own polarity, our

place of pilgrimage are called Drabya* 
Yagna ( VprTTOi) > austerity per
formed by the hermits is called Tapa 
Yagna ( nearer ) i Yoga Yagna 
( iriRPSP ) consists in Prandyav*at 
Pratyahdra &c.; the study of the 
Vedas constitutes Sddhdya Yagna 
( ) ; Gndna Yagna
( VTPnrw*' ) consists in entering into 
the spirit of the Sbdstras.

There are some who sacri
fice the breath going upwards 
and force it down ; others force 
the breath blowing below up
wards. There are some who 
check the course of breath al
together. There are some who 
eat hy a fixed rule and sacri
fice their breath into breath. 
29. ‘

Sankara. To throw the upward 
breathing called Prdna **into the 
downward breathing called Apdn is 
technically called Pnraka. To do 
the contrary, viz., to force the down
ward breathing called apdn into the 
upward breathing called pran is 
technically called Rechaka prand- 
yama. To put a stop to breathing 
altogether is called Kumbhaka. 
Others control breath by eating as 
little as ppssible.

FREEDOM.

limitations. We must accept at! 
irresistible dictation. This is Fate.

There are immovable limitations. 
We are fired with the hope to refine 
men. But we find that we must 
begin our reform at generation. We 
learn thence that there is Fate, or 
laws of the world.

But if there be Fate, an irresisti-
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ble dictation, this dictation under
stands itself. I f we accept Fate, 
we are no less compelled to affirm 
liberty, the significance of the in
dividual, the grandeur of duty, the 
power of character. Both Fate and 
Freedom are realities. They are 
extreme points which we cannot span 
and reconcile. What to d o ! By 
obeying each thought frankly, we 
learn its power. By the same obe
dience to other thoughts, we learn 
their power. Thus we can reason
ably hope to harmonize them. So 
we are sure that Fate (or Necessity) 
does comport with liberty, the in
dividual with the world, the polarity 
with the spirit of the times. The 
riddle of the age has for each a 
private solution.

I f  we would study our own times, 
we must adopt this method of taking 
up, in turn, each of the leading 
topics and doing the same justice to 
the opposing facts. Thus any excess 
of emphasis would be corrected, and 
ixjusi balance would be made. Let 
us honestly state the facts.

Wise men feel there is something 
which cannot be talked or voted 
away,— a strap or belt which girds 
the world. The Greek Tragedy ex
pressed the same sense : “ Whatever 
is fated, that will take place. The 
great immense mind of Jove is not 
to bo transgressed.”  The Turk 
the Arab, the Persian, accepts the 
fore-ordained fate.

“ On two days, it steads not to 
run from thy grave, the appointed, 
and the unappointed day; on the 
first, neither balm nor physician can 
save, nor thee on the second, the 
universe slay.”

Nature is no sentimentalist. Na
ture does not hamper us. The 
diseases, the elements, fortune, gra
vity, lighting, respect no persons. 
The way of providence is a little 
rude. We see hints of ferocity in 
the interiors of Nature. Let us not 
deny it up and down. Providence 
has a wild, rough, incalculable road
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to its end, and it is of no use to 
try to white-wash its huge, mixed 
instrumentalities, or to dress up that 
terrific benefactor in a clean shirt 
and white-neckcloth of a student 
in divinity.

But these outward, visible, shocks 
and ruins are less destructive to us 
than the stealthy power of other 
laws which act on us daily. An ex
pense of ends to means is fate. 
Fate organises. Organisation tyran
nises* over character. Temperament 
sox, climate, talents, are a book of 
fate. They determine tyranically 
its limits. Every spirit makes its 
house; but afterwards the house 
confines the spirit.

When each comes forth from his 
mother's womb, the gate of gifts 
closes behind him. Let him value 
his hands and feet, he has but one 
pair. So he has but one future, 
and that is already pre-determined 
in his lobes, face, eye, and form. 
All the privilege and all the legisla
tion of the world cannot half make 
a poet or a prince of him.

It was a poetic attempt to lift 
this mountain of fate, to reconcile 
this despotism of race with liberty, 
which led the Hindoos to say, “ Fate 
is nothing but the deeds committed 
in a prior state of existence.”  We 
find a similar idea in the daring 
statement of Schelling : “ There is in 
every man a certain feeling, that he 
has been what he is from all eternity, 
and by no means became such in 
time.”

We have to consider two things—  
power and circumstance. Power is 
life, circumstance is Nature. Once 
we thought that positive power was 
all; now we learn that negative 
power, or circumstance, is half. 
Nature is the tyrannous circumstance, 
the necessitated activity. The Book 
of Nature is the Book of Fate. She 
turns the gigantic pages, leaf after 
leaf, never returning one. First 
come rude forms, in which she has 
only blocked her future statue, con-
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cealing the fine type of her coming 
king. The races meliorate, and man 
is born. But when a race has lived 
its term, it comes no more again.

There are also the laws of re
pression, the penalties of violated 
functions. Famine, war, suicide, and 
effete races,.must be reckoned calcu
lable parts of the system of the 
world. We cannot trifle with this 
reality, this Fate. Our life is walled 
up, our power is hooped in, by a 
necessity which we touch on every 
side, until we learn its arc.

The element running through 
entire nature, which we popularly 
call Fate, is known to us as limita
tion. Whatever limits us we call 
Fate. If we are brute and barbarous, 
the fate takes a brute and dreadful 
shape. As we refine, our cheeks 
become finer. If we rise to spiritual 
culture, the antagonism takes a spiri
tual form. The limitations refine as 
the soul purifies,but the ring of necess
ity is always perched at the top.

When the gods in the Norse 
Leaven were unable to bind the 
Fenris Wolf with steel or with 
weight of mountains, they put round 
his foot a limp band softer than silk 
or cobweb, and this held the W olf: 
the more be spurned it, the stiffer 
it drew. So soft and so staunch is 
the King of Fate. Neither nectar, nor 
hell-fire, nor poetry, nor genius, can 
get rid of this limp hand. Even 
thought itself is not above Fate and, 
last of all, high over thought, in the 
world of morals, Fate appears as 
vindicator, levelling the high, lifting 
the low, requiring justice in man, 
and always striking soon or late, 
when justice is not done. What is 
useful will last; what is hurtful will 
sink. The limitation is impassable 
by any insight of man. In its last 
and loftiest ascensions, insight itself, 
and the freedom of the will, is one 
of Fate's obedient members.

But we must not run into gene
ralisations too large, but show the 
natural bounds or essential distinc

tions, and seek to do justice to the 
other elements as well. We trace 
Fate, in matter, mind, and morals,—  
in race, in retardations of strata, and 
in thought and character as well. 
It is everywhere limitation. Bui 
Fate has its lord. Though Fate is 
immense, so is Power immense. 
Power is the other fact in the dual 
world. I f Fate follows and limits 
power, power attends and antagoni
zes Fate. Wc must respect Fate 
as natural history; there is more 
than that. There is in man the 
lightning which explodes and 
fashions planets. On one side, ele
mental order, sandstone, sea and 
shore; and, on the other side,thought, 
the spirit which composes and de
composes natnre,—here they are, 
side by side, god and devil, mind 
and matter, king and conspirator, 
riding peacefully together in the eye 
and brain of every mau.

Fate is not all. Freedom is nece
ssary. A part of Fate is the free
dom of man. Forever wells up the 
impulse of choosing and acting in 
the soul. So far as a man thinks, 
he is free, freedom is wholesome 
to man to look at the practical view 
of life. His sound relation to these 
facts is to use not to cringe to 
them. The too much contempla
tion of these limits induces mean
ness. They who talk much of 
destiny, their birth star, &cM are 
in a lower dangerous plane, and 
invite the evils they fear.

Inslinctive and heroic races were 
proud believers in Destiny. Their 
loving resignation was with the 
event. But this dogma of Fate or 
Resignation makes a different im
pression, when it is held by the 
weak and lazy thinkers. It is the 
weak and vicious people who cast 
the blame on Fate. The right use. 
of Fate is to bring up our conduct 
to the loftiness of nature. Let man 
empty bis breast oi his windy conceits, 
apd show bis lordship by manners 
and deeds on the scale of nature.
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The revelation of thought takes 
man out of servitude into Freedom. 
We have successive experiences 
so important that the new forgets 
the old, and hence the mythology 
of the seven or the nine heavens, 
or heavenly states. The day of 
days, the great day of the feast of 
life, is that in which the inward 
eye opens to the unity in things, to 
the omnipresence of law ;—sees 
that what is, must be, and ought 
to be, or is the best. “ Whatever is, 
is right.” This insight or beatitude 
dips from on high down on us, and 
we see. It is not in us so much as 
we are in it. If truth come to our 
mind, we suddculy expand to its 
dimensions, as if we grew to worlds.

This insight throws us on the 
party and interest of the universe. 
It is not in us, but we are in it. It 
is of the maker, not of what is made. 
All things are touched and changed 
by it. It uses, and is not used. It 
distances those who share it, from 
those who share it not. It dates 
from itself; nob from former men, 
or custom. Where it shines, Na
ture is no longer intrusive, but all 
things make a musical or pictorial 
impression.

When souls reach a certain clear
ness of perception, they accept a 
knowledge and motive above selfish
ness. A breath of will blows eter
nally through the universe of souls 
in the direction of the Right and 
Necessary. It is the air which all 
intellects inhale and exhale, and it 
is the wind which blows the world 
into order and orbit.

Thought dissolves the material 
universe. He whose thought is 
deepest, will be the strongest cha
racter. I f thoughts make free, so 
does the moral sentiment. The 
mixtures of spiritual chemistry 
refuse to be analysed. Yet we can 
see that with the perception of 
truth is joined the desire that it 
shall prevail. That effeotion is 
essential to will. A strong will

results from a certain unity of or
ganisation. The whole current of 
body and mind hows in oue direc
tion. A  strong will cannot be manu
factured. It must rest ou the uni
versal force. There is a bribe 
possible for any finite will. But 
the pure sympathy with universal 
ends is an infinite force, and cunnot 
be bribed or bent. Each pulse from 
that heart is an oath from the most 
high.

But iriBight is not will, nor is 
affection will. Perception is cold, 
and goodness dies in wishes. Vol
taire said, it is the misfortune of 
worthy people that they arc cowards. 
The union of insight and affection 
generates will. There must be a 
fusion of perception and goodness 
to generate the energy of will. No 
man has a right perception of any 
truth, who has not been reached 
on by it, so as to be ready to be its 
martyr.

The one serious thing in nature 
is will. Society is servile from 
want of will, and therefore the world 
wants saviours and religions. Limi
tation, or Fate, is the meter of the 
growing man. It is only a question 
of, time. Every brave youth is in 
training to ride and rule this dragon 
of Fate or limitation. His science 
is to make weapons and wings of 
these passions and retarding forces.

Fate, then, is a name for facts 
not yet passed under the fire of 
thought. It is a name for causes 
which are unpenetrated. These 
unpenetrated causes which threateu 
to exterminate us, are convertible 
by intellect into wholesome force. 
I f Fate is ore and quarry, if evil is 
good in the making, if limitation 
is power that shall be, if calamities, 
oppositions,'and weights are wings 
and means, then we are reconciled.

Fate involves melioration. No 
statement of the universe can have 
any soundness, which does not ad
mit its ascending effort, its evolu
tionary progress. Behind every
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individual, closes organisation (i. e. 
Fate): Before him opens liberty,— 
the But;ter, the Best. Every gene
rosity, every new perception, the 
love and praise man extorts from 
his fellows, are certificates of ad
vance out of Fate into Freedom. 
Liberation of the will from the 
eheaths and clogs of Fate is the 
end and aim of this world.

But to see how Fate slides into 
Freedom, and Freedom into Fate, 
we must observe how far the roots 
every creatures run, or find a point 
where there is no thread of con
nection. Our life is consentaneous 
and far-related. This naturally 
is so well-tied that nobody was 
ever cunuing enough to find the 
two ends. Nature is intricate, 
overlapped, interveaned and end
less. The web of relation is the 
law of adjustment. Balances are 
kept everywhere in uature. Nature 
is no spendthrift. She makes every 
creature do its own work and get 
itn living, be it man, planet, animal, 
or tree. As soon as there is life, 
there is self-direction, and absorb
ing and using of material. Life is 
freedom. The law of correlation or 
adaptation is not capricious. The 
secret of the world is the tie be
tween person aud event. Person 
makes event, and event person. 
There is a fitness between a man 
and the time aud the event, as 
between the sexes. Man thinks his 
fate alien, because the copula is 
hidden. But the soul contains the 
event that shall befal it, for the 

"event is only the actualisation of its 
thoughts; aud what we pray to 
ourselves for is always granted. The 
event is the print of our form. It 
fits us like our skin. What each 
does is proper to him. Events are 
the children of bis body and mind. 
We learn that the soul of FaJ.e is 
tfce soul of us, as Hafiz sings:

¿'Alfta ! till now I had not tyawn,
M y game and fortune’s guide are one,*

the conjurer'« we’ deteot the

hair by which he moves his puppet, 
but we have not eyes sharp enough 
to descry the thread that ties cause* 
and effect. Nature magically suits 
the raau to his fortunes, by making 
these the fruit of his character. 
Events grow on the same stem with 
persons ; events are sub-persons. 
Each creature puts forth from itself 
its own condition and sphere. A 
man's fortunes are the fruit of his 
character. Events expaud with the 
character. *

There is one key, on® solution, 
to the mysteries of human condi
tion, one solution to the old kuota 
of Fate. Freedom, and foreknow
ledge. It is the key of the double 
consciousness. A man must ride 
alternately on the horses of his 
private and public nature. Through
out nature, there is the cunning 
co-preseuce of two elements, the 
dtemon and the Deity. Whatever 
lames or paralyses us. draws in with 
it the divinity, in some form, to 
reply. A good intention clothes it
self with sudden power. The key 
that solves and unites, these two 
elements in Nature are the key of 
unity.

Let us build altars to this Blessed 
unity which holds uature and souls 
in perfect solution, uud compels 
every atom' to serve an universal 
end. The universe lies under the 
necessity of beauty. This indwell
ing necessity plants the rose o f 
beauty on the brow of chaos, and 
discloses the central intention of 
Nature to be harmony and joy.

Let us build altars to the beauti
ful necessity which secures that all 
is made of one piece. Why should  ̂
we be afraid of Nature, which is“ 
no other than ‘'philosophy and theo
logy embodied” ? Why should we 
fear to be crushed by savage ele
ment s, we who are made up of the 
same elements? Let us build to 
the Beautiful Necessity» which 
makes man brave in believiug that 
he caanot shun a danger that is *
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appointed, nor incur one that is not ; 
let us build to the beautiful Necessity 
which rudely or softly educates man 
to the perception that there are no 
contingencies ; that law rules 
throughout existence, a law which 
is not intelligent but intelligence—

not personal nor impersonal; it 
disdains words and passes unders
tanding T it dissolves persons ; it 
vivifies nature ; yet it solicits the 
pure in heart to draw on all its* 
omnipotence.

R. W. E.

PARASARA’S PRAYASCHITTENDUSEKHARA.
(IContinued from page 192)

— o------

person that sleeps at sunset 
should not take his night meal. 

The same holds good with a man 
who sleeps at sunrise. Japa is the 
mantra taught by the Guru to 
Brahmans, Kshatriyas and Vaisyas at 
sacerd o tal-th read ,m arriage etc. .which 
should be chanted very lowly and 
slowly. He who has any obstruc
tions to his daily observance8,should 
fast. These daily observances are 
the four-fold duties enjoined in the 
Dharma Shastras on Brahmans 
alone. The other castes have no 
concern. If the performance of a 
Yagna in the five great Yagnas is 
prevented, he should fast. A  weal
thy man should perform a half- 
Krichra. The five great Yagnas 
are the five-fold duties that must 
be done always. These are:— (1) 
Sacrifice before the fire or Deva 
Yagna, (2) Tarpana or Pitri Yagna,
(3) Sacrifice to crows and dogs or 
JBhu ta Yagna,(4)Feeding Brahmans or 
Manushya Yagna, (5) Brahuia Yagna. 
These five are the daily observai oes 
o f the Brahmans and others. Among 
Maha Yagnas or great Yagnas, 
Manushya Yagna for other castes is 
giving Brahmans rice, food, stuffs 
&c. Brahma Yagna is repeating 
what once was told by the Guru. 
Krichras ought to be done as afore
said* For a performer of Yagna 
and a sacrificer the same Prayas- 
chitta should be observed if  there

is a depreciation of ten fulUmoon 
days. I f a man eats without bath
ing he should fast for a day, and 
perform Japa for a whole day. It 
has been previously said that if a 
man does not copulate with his 
wife a few days previous to men
strual period, he should perform a 
Nakta or instead give two guriginzas* 
weight of silver. He may give in
stead one ‘guriginza* weight of gold. 
If a man copulates with a woman 
without having a desire for it he 
should perform one hundred Prànà- 
yamas. This sort of Prayaschitta 
holds good for a person that is near, 
a healthy person, and to one who 
has quitted it on auspicious duys. 
Where auspicious days are not pro
curable, he should copulate once 
within the first sixteen days. For 
women, menstrual discharges conti
nue for sixteen days. If a man 
copulates on the first day of the 
discharge, he commits the same sin 
as copulation with a Chandàla 
woman ; if on the second, the same 
as a Brahmahattya ; if on the third, 
the same as engaging with a 
washer-woman ; it on the fourth, 
the same as with a Sudra woman ; 
if on the fifth, seventh, ninth, ele
venth, thirteenth and fifteenth, he 
would have female issues ; if  on the 
sixth eighth, tenth, fourteenth, and 
sixteenth, male issues. These days 
ought not to be new-moon, San*
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kraiuaim, inauspicious, or eclipse 
clays. If engagement takes place 
on these days, the children born 
would be a bad set of fellows. * All 
this, should be ascertained before 
copulation. A Brahman who on 
accouub of anger quits his wife and 
cohabits with another, he should 
perform uiue Krichras; if a Ksha- 
triya, six; if a Vaisya, three and for 
others, Prajapatyas. If a person 
want to effect a reunion with his 
wife whom he has once quited on 
account of anger, he should perform 
a Rishichadrayana before copula
tion. This expiation ought to be 
done as aforesaid.

If a person does not serve equally 
to a number of persons partaking 
of a common meal, both the instiga
tor and the doer*should be induced 
to perform Prajapatya, other
wise the sin would devolve on the 
partakers of the meal.
, A builder of river-bunds, a 

person who troubles maids, a person 
who puts au honest mau to shame, 
should undergo a Chandrayana. 
The same holds good with a spoiler 
of good roads. An honest man, a 
well-read man, a doer of good Karma, 
these should not be put to shame. 
This Chandrayana should be done 
as aforesaid for a month with 
begging.
Think of holy men when talking to a 

Pathitha which means au outcast and 
a Mlechha that is one who does a 
Karma different from that enjoined 
by the Veda and the Shastra. One 
who abides by a new Shastra, one 
who quits a wife, as well as 
money entrusted, should undergo a 
year's expiation.

I f a person takes meals without 
wearing the sacred thread,he should 
perform one hundred and eight 
Giyatri Japa. The same holds good! 
with one who eases himself without 
wearing the sacred thread; if water 
is drunk, fast till night; if meals be 
taken featalj^gettier. The same holds. 
good with a partakcr of one’s spittle.

I f  the non-wearing of the sacerdotal 
thread occurs without any desire 
and unknowingly and if food be 
taken under such circumstances; 
he should perform a Nakta; if water 
is drunk, three pr&udy&uias; if one’s 
spittle is taken, six pranayamas.

I f  at the end of a meal, a little 
bic of water is nob put into the 
mouth with mantra, such a person 
should immediately bathe.

Gayatri should be told when
ever an unclean thing is touched, 
whenever hands, legs and lips arc 
moved, without any reason what
ever. If these be done unknow
ingly, he should performan Acha- 
mana. Where water is not procur
able, the right ear should be touched. 
When life is endangered, it is no sin 
to relieve one by telling a lie.

Any person who prostrates him
self before the following people 
should fast for three days:—a 
person lying on a bed, a person 
weariug shoes or slippers, a timor
ous man, a detiler, one who lives 
in darkness, an unclean person, a 
performer of Japa or sacritice, or 
annual ceremony. The same ex
piation holds good if one prostrates 
himself before a carrier of sacrificial 
firewood, flowers, sacred reed, fire, 
water, sandal-wood, small particles 
of rice, cooked food, alms, ghee and to 
a worshipper. The same holds good 
if the prostration is reciprocrated 
by any of these.

If there is an omission in the 
daily observances, a three days' 
fast should be kept up, if the omiss
ion occurs ofbener, a six days' 
fast.

I f a person takes his meals at a 
different place after accepting a 
Brahmanartba he should fast for 
three days. If the deed is done 
unknowingly, he Bhould fast for a 
day. I f meals be not served for a 
person, invited for Brahmanartha, 
he should perform a Tati Ghan- 
drayana. G R. S.

(To be continued)


